


Tr i ck  o r  Treat St reet Ha l l oween Décor  Pro ject s 
Includes wall banner/quilt, garland, “picture” banner/quilt, treat bags (4) & welcome door quilt 

Designed by Sheri Seibold & Beverlyann Stillwell 
 
Note:  All seams are ¼” unless otherwise noted. 
#1  Quick & Easy Wall Banner/Quilt  30” x 45” 
Fabric Requirements: 

o one 30” panel #6610-99 
o 1½yds spider print #6613-99 
o 32” x 46” piece of batting 

Instructions: 
1.  Trim panel ¼” beyond “trick-or-treat” frame.  Cut a piece of spider print 2” bigger than panel, reserving 
scraps. 
2.   Layer the spider fabric right side down, the batting, and the panel right side up.  Baste layers together, and 
quilt around motifs on the panel using a matching thread. 
3.  Trim edges of backing and batting even with panel edges. 
4.  From spider scraps, cut (4) 2” wide lengthwise strips; join end-to-end, press in half wrong sides together, 
and sew to edges of quilt with a ¼” seam.  Turn to other side and stitch in place. 
5.  From scraps, cut a strip 6” x width of fabric (wof).  Trim to 30”, turn each short end under ¼”, then ¼” and 
stitch close to fold.  Fold lengthwise right sides together and sew with a ¼” seam; press seam open.  Sew to 
back of quilt along inner edge of top binding; tack bottom edge of sleeve to back of quilt. 
 
#2  Trick or Treat Garland (approx. 90” long) 
Fabric Requirements: 

o letter/owl circle motifs from one 30” panel #6610-99 (reserve balance of panel for Projects #3 & #4) 
o ⅓yd black batty lace #6614-99 
o ⅝yd Peltex P72F double-sided fusible extra-firm stabilizer or double-fuse Timtex 
o 3yds ¾” wide orange satin or grosgrain ribbon 

Instructions: 
1.  Cut the circle “blocks” along the outer grey dotted lines to separate. 
2.  Cut squares of Peltex slightly smaller than the circle blocks.  Following manufacturer’s directions, fuse the 
Peltex to the back of the circle blocks.  With pinking shears or a wavy rotary cutter blade, trim away excess 
fabric/Peltex, trimming approximately ⅓” beyond orange edge of circle.  Remove protective backing from 
Peltex. 
3.  Pin circles to ribbon, leaving 9” free at each end, and having roughly 2” of ribbon between each circle. 
4.  Cut (14) 4½” squares of batty lace fabric.  Following manufacturer’s directions, fuse a batty lace square 
wrong sides together to the back of each circle, sandwiching the ribbon between the square and the circle. 
5.  With pinking shears or wavy rotary cutter, carefully trim edges of circles, trimming slightly inside previous 
trim, taking care not to cut the ribbon, and hand-trimming with scissors at ribbon edges. 
6.  Tie bows at each end of ribbon. 
 
#3 “Picture” Banner/Quilt  (approx. 25½” x 35½”) 
Fabric Requirements: 

o center “picture” part of panel #6610-99, approx. 16” x 25¼” 
o 1⅛yds of crafty stripe #6611-99 
o ⅞yd spider print #6613-99 
o 28” x 38” piece of batting 

Instructions: 
1.  Trim “picture” ¼” beyond green border to be approx. 14½” x 23¾”. 
2.  From crafty stripe, cut 4 lengthwise strips 6” wide, centering a multiple-stripe section in each strip and 
reserving the large spider sections for binding. 
3.  Center and sew a black cat section to the left side of “picture”, sewing from seam line to seam line of picture 
and backstitching at each end.  In the same way, center and sew an owl section to right side of “picture”, a 
ghost section to top edge and a bat section to bottom edge. 
4.  Miter corners using your favorite method, pressing mitered seams open and border seams toward outer 
edges. 



5.  Trim spider fabric to 2” bigger than quilt top.  Layer the backing, batting and quilt top.  Baste and quilt as 
desired. 
6.  Trim edges even with quilt top.  From reserved stripe fabric, cut 4 strips 2” wide.  Join end-to-end, press in 
half lengthwise and sew to edges of quilt.  Turn and stitch in place. 
7.  From scraps, cut a 25” x 5” strip for a sleeve.  Press short edges under ¼” twice, stitching close to fold.  
Sew long edges together, right sides together.  Sew to back of quilt along inner edge of top binding.  Stitch to 
back of quilt along bottom edge of sleeve. 
 
#4  Trick or Treat Bags (4) (approx. 12” x 12” x 4”) 
Fabric Requirements: 

• 4 corner scenes from panel #6610-99, approx. 7½” square 
• 1⅓yds crafty stripe #6611-99 
• 1⅛yds spider print #6613-99 
• ½yd each of devil stripe #6616-24, bats #6612-10, ghosts #6615-99 & cats #6617-99 
• ¾yd mid-weight fusible interfacing 
• 1½yds fusible fleece, such as Pellon’s P987F 
• 4 pieces of heavy cardboard or plastic craft canvas, each 4” x 12” 

Instructions:   
1.  From the crafty stripe, cut 4 lengthwise strips 3” wide, centering a ghost, bat, cat and devil/lace section in 
each strip.  Cut into (2) 7½” pieces & (2) 12½” pieces.  Also cut (4) 1½” wide lengthwise strips, centering a 
narrow bat, pumpkin & trick-or-treat section in each strip, and 4 more 1½” strips from other areas of the fabric.  
From each 1½” strip, cut 2 pieces 21” long. 
2.  From the interfacing, cut 16 pieces 1¼” x 21” and fuse to wrong side of each 21” fabric strip following 
manufacturer’s directions.  Pair up the strips, putting the same lace/spider fabric with each bat strip, pumpkin 
strip and trick-or-treat strip.  eg. orange lace with pumpkins, teal lace with bats, spider print with trick-or-treat.  
Sew the strips right sides together along long edges; turn right side out, press with seams at edges, and stitch 
⅛” from each edge through all thicknesses.  Pin straps to top corners of 7½” panels, aligning raw edges at top 
edge and having the straps ½” in from top corners.  Baste.  Reserve matching strap from each set for Step 8. 
3.  Using the image as a guide, sew the 7½” x 3” pieces to opposite edges of each panel, then sew the 12½” 
pieces to remaining sides, pressing seams toward strips. 
4.  From the spider print, cut 1 strip 16½” x width of fabric; cut into (3) 12½” pieces.  From the balance, cut one 
12½” wide x 16½” high piece.  Also cut (8) 28½” x 2½” pieces.  Sew the bottom edge of each framed panel 
from step 3 to a 12½” x 16½” spider piece.  Sew a 28½” spider piece to each side of each unit.  From fusible 
fleece, cut (4) 16½” x 28½” pieces.  Following manufacturer’s directions, fuse to the wrong side of each unit 
above.  
5.  With right sides together, sew side seams of bag, pressing seam open.  To make bottom 
corners, fold bag with side seam along bottom of bag.  Sew a seam approx. 4” from corner point 
– it should line up at bottom corner of the framed panel that makes up the bag front.  Repeat with 
remaining corner. 
6.  Bag lining: From each devil, bats, ghosts & cats fabric, cut 2 pieces 16½”wide x 14½”long.  
Sew right sides together along bottom edge, leaving a 6” opening at center.  Fold right sides 
together and sew side seams as in step 5 above.  Sew bottom corners as above. 
7.  With right sides together, sew bag to lining along top edge, matching side seams.  Turn right 
side out through opening in lining.  Edge-stitch top edge of bag by sewing ⅛” from edge through all 
thicknesses.  Insert cardboard/plastic canvas into bottom of bag between bag and lining.  Hand-sew the 
opening in the lining. 
8.  Stitch straps to bag along strap edges and top edge of bag, sewing through all layers.  Sew matching strap 
to back of each bag, using the front as a guide for position of strap and turning ends of strap under ¼”. 
 
#5  Trick-or-Treat Street Welcome Door Quilt   (28” x 55”) 
Fabric Requirements: 

• the circle blocks and corner blocks of one 30” panel #6610-99 
• 1⅜yds of crafty stripe #6611-99 
• 1⅞yds of red lace #6614-24 
• a 31” x 58” piece of batting 

 



Instructions: 
1.  From the panel, cut out the 4 corner blocks, trimming to 7½” square.  Also cut out the circled alphabet and 
bat blocks, trimming to 5”. 
2.  From the selvedge edge of the stripe fabric, cut 2 lengthwise strips 7½” wide x 41”.  Cut 2 lengthwise strips 
7½” wide x 14” long, centering a different “striped” section in each piece.  From the balance, cut (13) 5” 
squares, using the “striped” sections only.  Reserve the spider sections for another use. 
3.  Using the photo as a guide, lay out the alphabet/bat 5” squares alternately with the 5” striped squares in 9 
rows of 3.  Sew into rows, then sew the rows together. 
4.  Sew a 41” stripe piece to each side, with the trick-or-treat section at the outer edge. 
5.  Sew a 7½” corner square to each end of the two 14” stripe pieces, and sew to top and bottom edges of 
quilt. 
6.  If desired, cut out the “Welcome To” and “Trick-or-Treat Street” sections from panel and appliqué to top and 
bottom borders of quilt. 
7.  From red lace fabric, cut (2) 32” pieces and join selvedge-to-selvedge.  Trim to 59”, reserving balance for 
binding. 
8.  Layer the red lace piece, batting and quilt top.  Baste and quilt as desired.  Trim edges even with quilt top. 
9.  From the reserved red lace fabric, cut 9 strips 2” x width of fabric.  Join end-to-end, press in half lengthwise 
and sew to edges of quilt.  Turn and stitch in place.  From remainder of red lace, make a 6” x 27” sleeve and 
attach to back of quilt at top edge (see Project #1 Step 5). 


